
d. Turn envelope depth up. The same thing with the sound should happen as in the last step, but not 
beating rhytmically, it should follow the volume/envelope of your input signal (pluck a note hard and hear 
it jump up and then decay. Turn it back down.

e. Turn squelch up and down. All the way down, you should not hear anything, and midway you should 
hear something only when you play a loud input signal. Thats ok for now, later we'll tweak the 2k trim pot 
to get the sweet spot. Turn it all the way down or at its loudest setting.

f. Turn blend down. you should hear just the input signal. Turn it midway, you should hear input signal 
mixed with the atoner-ed distoriton. The input signal should sound louder than the distortion mid-way...

g. Turn tone up and down, It should change the distortion sound from hissy to low and rumbly
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(Test 6 cont'd)

Tweaking the Position range.

Tweaking the Squelch Sweet Spot

You may have been referred to this section by Test 6b. Even if not, check this over:

a. Same settings as at the start of Test 6. Turn position down, it should be clicking as you play a single 
note. If not, somethings wrong in the modulation mixer or with position pot

b. Turn position up slowly till its not clicking but more like making a musical note. Note how far you 
had to turn position. If it's more than half-way, then clip the wire connecting to position 1 and solder a 
100k resistor in series (so it goes: board---100k---pos 1).  If it's about half-way then do the same with 
a 47k resistor. or if it's quarter-way then use a 10k resistor. If it's less than quarter-way then its allright, 
doesn't need to be tweaked.

c. Now tweak the high range: Turn position up. It should be a fuzzy thick distortion. 
(If not, then solder a resistor in parallel with the 47k that position 3 connects to. Try a 100k, if that's not 
enough try a 47k, then try a 10k, then 1k.)

d. Now turn position down until you hear the sound change (play a chord while you do this). Note 
where how far you had to turn position down. It shouldn't be more than quarter-way. If it is, then 
change that 47k resistor next to position 3 on the board to a 100k, or 220k or 470k, whatever value 
makes it . (If you had to solder a resistor across it in part c  then you soldered across too low of a 
value resistor--try a bigger one)

Turn the 2k trim pot all the way down.Turn squelch down and then bring it slowly up. At a 
certain point you'll hear it get noisy in the background. Note where this point it. Keep turning 
it up and itll get quiet again. Note where this point is. The point exactly between these two 
points is the "Sweet Spot". (The two points may be so close together that they're just one 
point.) The distortion at the sweet spot should be very rich...
To tweak it, turn the 2k trim pot up INCH BY INCH, until that sweet spot happens when 
squelch is turned all the way down.

Final Tweaks


